
 

Zuckerberg sees entrepreneurial energy in Africa

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg is in Africa to learn and share his dream of a connected world. Zuckerberg, who co-
founded the social networking site in 2004, is in Nigeria for a few days to meet developers. He wants to try to understand
how Facebook can better support technological development and entrepreneurship in Africa.

Pictured from left: Eric Thimba and Porgie Gachui, co-founders of Mookh; Wandia Gichuru, CEO, and Makena Mutwiri, head of Marketing of Vivo
Active Wear; Mark Zuckerberg, Ime Archibong, Emeka Afigbo of Facebook; Edna Kwinga, HR officer, and Marie Amuti, UX designer of Twiga
Foods.

At a Q&A session with Zuckerberg in Lagos yesterday developers got to quiz him on everything from his business savvy to
thoughts on the local delicacies. Sharing his vision, Zuckerberg said that as the technological ecosystem continues to
develop it would get more affordable and less physical.

"In future we'll have augmented reality products where, for instance, you'll be wearing glasses and not just seeing the world
but adding things to it. A television will be a $1 app and no one will need the physical thing. Things won't need to be
physical and that will unlock a lot of creativity, that's the future I hope we'll reach," he said.

Zuckerberg believed this was achievable within 10-15 years and that African countries like Nigeria had the perfect
"entrepreneurial energy" to make this happen.

Last year Facebook opened its first headquarters in Africa in Johannesburg. At the time Facebook said it would focus on
growing markets such as South Africa, Nigeria and Kenya. Yesterday, Zuckerberg reiterated this commitment and said
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access to the internet and connectivity was paramount.

He said his company had a three-pronged approach to this: first build infrastructure, then make it affordable by developing
apps that are not data-heavy and finally to ensure people understand the value of access to the internet.

He said: "When people talk entrepreneurship what's important is drive, because that's what gets the job done. When you're
trying to build something it's about who wants it most."
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